We show that it is possible to measure the Schrodinger wave of a single quantum system. This provides a strong argument for associating physical reality with the quantum state ofa single system, and challenges the usual assumption that the quantum state has physical meaning only for an ensemble of identical systems, While the Schradinger wave is a basic element of
While the Schradinger wave is a basic element of
In this Letter we demonstrate how the density quantum theory, it is generally believed that one p= '~P~P and the current cannot associate physical reality to the wave of a single particle. Rather, the Schrodinger wave is often~=~-(W*V~P~_ WVW*) viewed as a mathematical tool for calculating the mi probabilities of various outcomes of certain experiof a Schrodinger wave of a single particle can be ments when many such experiments are performed measured. The usual measurements assumed in aron an ensemble of identical systems, all in the same gument (i) alter the Schrodinger wave and are not quantum state. Several arguments seem to support adequate; rather, here we will describe s~,ecialprothis point of view.
led/ye measurements allowing us to measure p and (i) We have never seen the quantum state of a sinj without changing the Schrodinger wave. In some gle particle in a laboratory. Indeed, while a wave is cases energy conservation provides protection for the typically spread over a region of space, we never see state, while in other cases we need a special proteca particle simultaneously in several distinct locations. tion procedure. (ii) If we could see a quantum state, we could preLet us consider a particle in a discrete nondegesumably distinguish it from any other quantum state, nerate energy eigenstate~P(x). The standard von but the unitary time evolution of states in quantum Neumann procedure for measuring the value of an mechanics implies that it is impossible to distinguish observable A in this state involves an interaction between two different nonorthogonal states. DifferHamiltonian, ent outcomes of a measurement to distinguish these Hi~A ( I two states correspond to orthogonal quantum statesõ f the composite system (measuring device plus parcoupling our system to a measuring device, or tide). But, the initial scalar product between the pointer, with coordinate and momentum denoted states was not zero and remains nonzero under unirespectively by q and p. The time-dependent coutarity time evolution. pling g(t) is normalized to I g(t) dt= I. The initial (iii) If we associate physical reality with a spreadstate of the pointer is taken to be a Gaussian cenout wave then the instantaneous "collapse" of the tered around zero. wave to a point during a position measurement seems
In standard impulsive measurments, g( I) 0 only to conflict with relativity [1] .
for a very short time interval. Thus, the interaction term dominates the rest of the Hamiltonian, and the For a real state the density p(x) is itself enough to time evolution exp( -ipA/h) leads to a correlated reconstructthe Schrodinger wave; we can fix the sign state: eigenstates of A with eigenvalues a~are corby flipping it across nodal surfaces. related to measuring device states in which the In the general case, however, in addition to meapointer is shifted by these values a~. By contrast, the surements of the density p(x), we have to measure protective measurements of interest here utilize the current density. This time we also adiabatically meaopposite limit of extremely slow measurement. We sure the averages of take g( t) = 1 / T for most of the time T and assume that g(t) goes to zero gradually before and after the B= -(A~V+VA~) .
period T. We choose the initial state of the meas2i uring device such that the canonical conjugatep (of Indeed, <Ba> are the average values of the current, the pointer variable q) is bounded. For g(t) smooth enough we obtain an adiabatic process in which the j (~p*VW_ WV~~) particle cannot make transition from one energy ci2im genstate to another, and, in the limit T-+co, the inin the region V,,. Writing !P(x) =r(x) exp[iO(x)J teraction Hamiltonian does not change the energy with r(x) =~we find that eigenstate. For any value of p, the energy of the eigenstate shifts by an infinitesimal amount given by
first order perturbation theory, and the phase 0(x) can be found by integrating f/p. For a charged particle the density p(x) times the öE= <H 1~~> = <A >~o/ T.
(2) charge yields the effective charge density. In partic-
The corresponding time evolution exp(-ip<A>) ular, it means that an appropriate adiabatic meashifts the pointer by the average value <A>. (Here surement of the Gauss flux out of a certain region and below we will take~l= 1.) This result contrasts must yield the expectation value of the charge inside with the usual (strong) measurement in which the this region (the integral of the charge density over pointer shifts by one of the eigenvalues of A. By this region). Likewise, adiabatic measurement ofthe measuring the averages of a sufficiently large numAmpere contour integral yields the expectation value ber of variables A~, the full Schrödinger wave W(x) of the total current flowing through this contour in can be reconstructed to any desired precision. the stationary case. As a specific example we take the A~to be (norOur discussion of the current ofthe particle is valid malized) projection operators on small regions y only for a Hamiltonian without vector potential. having volume~However, the eigenstates of such a Hamiltonian with a nonvanishing current are necessarily degenerate due Aif xe~to time reversal invariance. The method described above is appropriate only for nondegenerate eigen--0 3 states and, therefore, we have to consider problems -i x~~.~with a vector potential A, for which we do have nonThe measurement of Aỹields degenerate stationary states with nonzero current (e.g. the Aharonov-Bohm effect). Then, the defi-
nition of the (electric) current must be modified by the replacement V-~V-ieA. This replacement has to be done also for the definition of the observables Bw here I 2 is the average of the density p (x) = (eq. (5)), and it leads to the obvious modification I W(x) 2 over the small region V,~. Performing meaof eq. (6). surements in sufficiently many regions Vwe can reWe have shown that stationary quantum states can construct p(x) everywhere in space. (Simultaneous be observed. This is our main argument for associmeasurement of all the variables A~requires slower ating physical reality with the quantum state of a sinand weaker interactions, and thus takes more time.) gle particle. Since our measurement lasts a long pe-nod of time we do not have a method for measuring mally small region including the space point in questhe Schrodinger wave at a given time. Thus, we have lion). In spite of this fact, the measurement we have a direct argument for associating physical reality with described will yield outcomes corresponding to a stationary Schrodinger waves only over a period of nonsingular charge density cloud. What it measures time. The reader may therefore suspect that our is the time average of the density, or how long a time measurements represent time-averaged physical the electron spent in a given place. properties of the system. Let us now present a few
In order to see that this picture is inappropriate arguments explaining why, nevertheless, these meafor the quantum case let us consider another cxsurements reflect properties ofthe Schrodinger wave ample: a particle in a one-dimensional box of length at any given moment of time during the L in the first excited state. The spatial part ofthe state measurement.
is An essential feature ofour adiabatic measurement
is that the state~'>does not change throughout the experiment. Since the Schrodinger wave yields the The adiabatic measuring procedure described above complete description of a system and the interaction will yield the Schrödinger wave density, with the measuring device is constant throughout the
measurement, we conclude that the action of the system on the measuring device is the same at any moIn particular, it equals zero at the center of the box. ment during the measurement.
If there is some hidden position of the electron which The mathematical description of our measurechanges in time such that the measured density is ment tells us the same: for any, even very short, peproportional to the amount of time the electron nod of time, the measuring device shifts by an spends there, then half of the time it must be in the amount proportional to <A>, the expectation value left half of the box and half of the time in the right of the measured variable, rather than to one of its half of the box. But it can spend no time at the center eigenvalues a~.Thus, expectation values, which of the box; i.e., it must move at infinite velocity at mathematically characterize Schrödinger waves, can the center. Itis absolutely unclear what such an elecbe associated with very short periods of time. In the tron "position" would be. There is a theory [21 which instantaneous limit, expectation values and, thereintroduces a "position" for a particle in addition to fore, the quantum state manifest themselves as propits Schrodinger wave; but according to this theory, erties of a quantum system defined at a given time.
the "velocity" of the particle in the given energy ei-(Note, however, that pointer shifts during short time genstate vanishes: it does not move at all. In the intervals are unobservable since they are much quantum picture the eigenstate of the particle in the smaller than the uncertainty; only the total shift acbox can be represented as a superposition of two cumulated during the whole period of measurement running waves moving in opposite directions. The is much larger than the width of the initial distrizero density at the center of the box is due to debution, and therefore observable on a single particle.) structive interference -the phenomenon which canMoreover, suppose that (contrary to standard not be reproduced in a classical ergodic model of a quantum theory), a system has a complete descripparticle. tion that does change during the measurement proThe procedure described above cannot measure cess, and the (constant) Schrodinger wave we meaproperties of a state obtained by superposing several sure does not describe the system at a given time but nondegenerate energy eigenstates. Applied to such a represents only a time average of some hidden vanstate, a measurement of A will yield shifts of the ables over the period of the measurement. Consider pointer corresponding to the expectation values of a model of a hydrogen atom in which the electron the variable A in the various energy eigenstates. In performs very fast ergodic motion in the region corgeneral, these values are distinct with differences responding to the quantum cloud. The charge dengreater than the initial uncertainty of the pointer posity might be either zero (ifthe electron is not there) sition. Thus, after the interaction, the system and the or singular (if the electron is inside the infinitesimeasuring device are entangled. By "looking" at the measuring device we cause the Schrodinger wave to however, is that we directly measure properties of choose one of the energy eigenstates. Measurement the Schrödinger wave of a single system using a stanof the Schrodinger wave -namely, measurement of dard measuring procedure. Our direct measurethe expectation values of the projection operatorsments of the density and the current of the Schrö-causes collapse. A superposition of nondegenerate dinger wave challenge the commonly accepted notion energy eigenstates is not protected by energy conthat quantum states can be fully observed only when servation: unitary evolution during the measurethe measurement is performed on an ensemble of ment leads to correlations between energy states and identical systems. the states of the measuring device without changing Consider now an apparent paradox arising from the total energy, while collapse changes the energy the measurement of the Schrodinger wave. It is well itself, known that even assuming instantaneous "collapse" Nevertheless, we can measure even a superposiof a quantum state, one cannot use the collapse for tion of energy eigenstates by a procedure similar to sending signals faster than light. At first, however, the one described above. We just have to add an apthe possibility of measuring the value of the Schrö-propriate protection mechanism. The simplest way dinger wave at a given location seems to allow such to protect a time-dependent Schrodinger wave is via superluminal communication. Consider a particle in dense state-verification measurements that test (and a superposition (I 1> + 12>)~of being in two thus protect) the time evolution ofthe quantum state.
boxes separated by a very large distance. For this If we are interested in all the details of this time-departicle the expectation value of the projection onto pendent state we cannot use measurements which are the first box is <P 1> =~. This value must be the outtoo slow. Every measurement of the density and curcome of a measurement performed on the first box. rent ofa Schrodinger wave must last a period of time If, however, just prior to a measurement of the which is smaller than the characteristic time of the Schrodinger wave in the first box, someone opens evolution ofthe state; and the time intervals between and looks into the second box, causing collapse to a consecutive protections must be even smaller. Howlocalized state I 1> or 2>, then the outcome of the ever, in principle, Schrodinger wave measurement to measurement of the projection operator in the first any desired accuracy is possible: for any desired acbox will drastically change: we no longer find curacy there is a density of the state-verification <P1> =~but rather 0 or 1 (depending on what is measurements that will protect the state from being found in the second box). It seems, therefore, that changed due to the measurement interaction. Admeasurements on one box can influence measureditional protection is necessary also for measurements on another box located arbitrarily far away. ment of stationary but degenerate states; and the However, this argument contains a flaw: the state scheme of dense projection measurements is appli-(I 1> + 12>)~is not a discrete nondegenerate eicable here too. Even for dense projective measuregenstate. Since there is no overlap between the states ments, most of the time the system evolves accord-I 1> and 2>, the orthogonal state (I 1> -2>)! ing to its free Hamiltonian, so we are allowed to say ,,,/~has the same energy. Thus, there is no natural that what we measure is the property of the system protection due to the energy conservation, and an and not of the protection procedure.
additional protection is needed. This protection, When measurements involve the above kind of however, involves explicitly nonlocal interactions. protection, we have to know the state in order to preThese nonlocal interactions are the source of the alscribe the proper protection. One might object, leged superluminal signal propagation. (A more subtherefore, that our measurement yields no new intle paradox ofthis sort is considered in another work formation, since the state is already known. .) ever, we can separate the protection and measureLet us come back to the three arguments against ment procedures: one experimentalist provides the realistic view of the Schrodinger wave presented protection and the other measures the Schrödinger in the beginning of this Letter. First, we have shown wave itself. Then the second experimentalist does that we can observe a quantum state. Although our obtain new information. The most important point, discussion relied on Gedanken experiments, recent experimental work with so-called "weak links" in Note added in proof We have completed, in colquantum circuits shows that slow adiabatic mealaboration with J. Anandan, an extension ofthis work surements of the Schrodinger wave can be perwhich includes a detailed analysis ofprotective meaformed in the laboratory [4] . surements of the spin-i system 16]. The second argument is a correct statement, but it only implies that there is no single universal proceIt is a pleasure to thank Sidney Coleman, Shmuel dure for observing states. It still allows for the posNussinov, Sandu Popescu and Daniel Rohrlich for sibility of an appropriate measuring procedure for helpful discussions. The research was supported in any given state.
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